ACCENTS OF ENGLISH IN THE BRITISH ISLES -  REQUIRED PAPERS (2004 I)

The deadline for handing in the first written paper (see below for details) is Wednesday 29th September, i.e. by the seminar session in the 7th week of the course. 

The deadline for handing in the second written paper is Wednesday 10th November, i.e. by the seminar session in the 12th week of the course. 

For those taking ENG2159 the second written paper will consist of two accounts, one of a general / theoretical nature and one involving the details of  particular accents. A list of topics to choose from will be issued by 29th September. These will also serve as examples of the kinds of questions that will be set in the written exam at the end of the course.

For those taking ENG4159 the second paper will consist of an essay. A list of topics to choose from will be issued by 29th September. The exam for ENG4159 will be an oral, and may include discussion based on this essay.  




FIRST REQUIRED WRITTEN PAPER (FOR ENG2159 AND ENG4159)

Your paper should consist of answers to ANY THREE of the five questions given below 
(which are the suggested topics for written work set on Worksheets 2 – 6). 
Each of the three parts should be approximately one page long. 

1  Explain what is meant by variation in the realization of phonemes, illustrating with
    examples showing such variation within RP itself and realizational differences between RP
    and broad London accents. 

2  What pronunciation features do conservative broad London and Yorkshire accents have in
common? What are some of the main differences between them? Which features does each  
of them share with RP, and which of these two kinds of accents (conservative broad   London and Yorkshire) is more similar to RP? 

3  Explain what is meant by realizational, systemic, phonotactic-distributional and lexical-
    incidential types of variation within and between accents, giving examples. (If you do this
    as well as question 1, make sure you include examples from TWO other accents in addition
    to RP and London!)

4  Summarise the changes that have taken place in the situation and status of RP as described
    in the articles by Kerswill and Trudgill, and in Wells section 2.1.1, noting any differences
    between these accounts. 

5  According to the accounts given by Wells (section 5.1) and Thomas, to what extent do
    accents of English in Wales reflect influence (interference or substratum effect) from the
    Welsh language? In your account you should mention some features which do show
    influence from Welsh, and some which do not.      

 

